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We studied the Fe and Mo valence states in Sr2FeMoO6 using X-ray absorption spectroscopy. The exper-
imental results were analyzed using atomic multiplet plus crystal field calculations. The analysis indi-
cates that the Fe ions present a fairly ionic Fe3+ (3d5) valence, and that the Mo ions are in a strongly
covalent Mo5+ (4d1) state. The presence of Fe ions in a 2+ valence state can be excluded from the
Fe-L2,3 spectrum. These results can be understood taking into account the relative energy of the d-levels,
the relative strength of the M d–O p mixing, and the exchange stabilization of the Fe3+ ion.

� 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The ordered double perovskite oxide Sr2FeMoO6 is half metallic
and ferromagnetic with TC � 410–450 K [1,2]. This material pre-
sents a relatively large magnetoresistance (MR) at room tempera-
ture and low magnetic field [1,2]. The lack of MR in a well ordered
single-crystal suggests that intergrain tunneling dominates this
effect [1,2]. The high spin polarization of the carriers might be used
for the development of spintronic devices [3,4]. To understand the
physical properties of Sr2FeMoO6 is necessary to study its
electronic structure [5].

The starting point to understand the electronic structure of
Sr2FeMoO6 is the valence of the metal ions. In the parent SrFeO3

and SrMoO3 compounds, the Fe and Mo ions are both in a formal
4+ valence state. When these two materials are mixed to form
Sr2FeMoO6 the charge between the metal ions is adjusted. The
main questions that arise are: (a) How much charge is transferred?
(b) Which ion acts as a donor in this case? (c) What is the influence
of covalence?

The above questions were already studied using different
experimental and theoretical techniques [6–9]. Despite these
extensive efforts, there is not a consensus on the valence state of
the Fe and Mo ions yet. In the case of Fe, for example, there are
reports of a 2+ valence [10], of a mixed valence 2+/3+ state
[11–14], and of a 3+ valence [15–17]. In the case of the Mo ion,
the reported valence state ranges, accordingly, from 6+ [10], to
6+/5+ [11–14], and 5+ [15–17].

The origin of the discrepancies in the determination of the
valence state of the metal ions is not clear. The differences might
be due to the presence of disorder (antisites) or even to a sec-
ondary phase. The oxygen stoichiometry or aging effects could be
also contributing to generate variations. The survey of the litera-
ture above indicates that additional work in this area would be cer-
tainly desirable. To this end, we studied a well ordered and
stoichiometric Sr2FeMoO6 sample using X-ray absorption.

X-ray absorption spectroscopy is a powerful tool to study the
valence of transition metal oxides [18]. The Fe-L2,3 and Mo-L3

X-ray absorption spectra are dominated by strong multiplet
effects. The shape of the multiplet is directly related to the valence
state of the corresponding metal ion [19]. The O-K X-ray absorption
reflects, via hybridization, the metal states in the conduction band
[20]. The experimental results will be analyzed using atomic mul-
tiplet plus crystal field calculations [21].
2. Experimental details

The polycrystalline Sr2FeMoO6 sample was synthesized using the standard solid
state reaction method. First, the corresponding reagents were grinded and calci-
nated in air at 950 �C for 24 h. Then, the resulting powder was reduced in flowing
1% H2–Ar gas at 1050 �C for 1 h. Finally, the product was ground, pressed into pel-
lets, and sintered in a vacuum at 1200 �C for 12 h.

The powder XRD diagram confirmed that the material was in a pure single-
phase. The Rietveld refinement gave a tetragonal structure with a = 5.5761 Å and
c = 7.9078 Å. The relative intensity of the (101) reflection showed that the concen-
tration of antisites was less than 3% [22]. The sample was stored in a glass tube
filled with Ar and measured promptly to prevent aging effects.
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The measurements were made at the Laboratório Nacional de Luz Síncrotron
(LNLS) in Campinas (Brazil). The Mo-L3 X-ray absorption spectrum was taken at
the SXS beamline [23]. The energy resolution at 2520 eV with the Si(111) crystals
was approximately 0.5 eV. The photon energy scale was calibrated using the Si-K X-
ray absorption edge. The base pressure in the SXS experimental chamber was
around 1 � 10�9 mbar.

The Fe-L2,3 and O-K X-ray absorption spectra were measured at the SGM beam-
line. The energy resolution at 530 eV was set to approximately 0.5 eV. The base
pressure in the SGM experimental chamber was about 1 � 10�9 mbar. The photon
energy scale was calibrated using the peak position of reference samples. All the
spectra were acquired at room temperature using the total electron yield mode.
The sample was repeatedly scraped with a diamond file to remove surface
contamination.
3. Calculation details

The metal-L X-ray absorption was calculated using an atomic
multiplet plus crystal field program [21]. First, the program calcu-
lated the transition energies and intensities using the Hartree–Fock
method. Then, the program projected the atomic results in octahe-
dral crystal field symmetry. The crystal field parameter 10Dq was
adjusted to get the best agreement with the experiment. The
Slater integrals were reduced to 80% of their values to take into
account intra-atomic screening.

The calculated spectra were broadened with Gaussian functions
to simulate the experimental resolution, and with Lorentzian func-
tions to account for the finite lifetime of the corresponding core
hole [24]. Further, the energy scale of the calculation was shifted
to give the best agreement with the experiment. Finally, the calcu-
lations were normalized to the maximum and mounted on an inte-
gral background.

The oxygen-K X-ray absorption reflects, via the M d–O p
hybridization, the unoccupied states of the Fe and Mo ions. These
states were calculated turning off the 2p spin–orbit coupling and
the 2p–3d interactions [25]. The Fe and Mo contributions were
weighted according to the number of d-holes in each case. The
energy scale was adjusted to take into account the binding energy
of the O 1s core level.

The ionic calculations consider only the single ionic dn ? p5dn+1

X-ray absorption channel. The covalent calculations include also
charge transfer effects from the ligand to the metal ions [21].
This is performed using the configuration interaction method in
the initial and final states [21]. The initial state is expanded in

the ionic dn plus the charge transfer dn+1L configurations (where

L denotes an O 2p hole). Similar charge transfer configurations
are used in the final state of the X-ray absorption process [21].

The model parameters used in the covalent calculation are: the
charge transfer energy D, the Mott–Hubbard repulsion U, and the
M d–O p hybridization Tr. The subsidiary parameters used in these
calculations are: the core–hole potential Q = 1.2 U, and the M d–O p
Fig. 1. Energy levels of the different configuration in the initial and final states of
the Fe-L2,3 X-ray absorption, where L denotes an O 2p hole. The energy levels are
given in terms of the charge transfer energy D, the Mott–Hubbard repulsion U, the
Fe 3d–O 2p hybridizations T, and the core–hole potential Q = 1.2 U [21].
hybridization Tp = Tr/2. These model parameters were obtained
from interpolation and extrapolation of the available data [26].
Fig. 1 shows the influence of the model parameters in the energy
levels of the different configurations in the initial and final states.
4. Results and discussion

4.1. Fe-L2,3 X-ray absorption

Fig. 2 compares the experimental Fe-L2,3 X-ray absorption spec-
trum with the ionic Fe2+–Fe6+ calculations. It is worth noting that
the experimental spectrum is in agreement with previous reports
[6]. The spectrum is split into the L3 (2p3/2) part and the L2 (2p1/2)
region by spin–orbit interactions. The L3 part is composed by the
shoulder A around 711 eV, the main peak B at 712 eV, and the tail
C about 716 eV. On the other hand, the L2 region presents a doublet
with a peak D at 724 eV and a peak E at 726 eV. The branching ratio
of the experimental spectrum, defined by I(L3)/[I(L2)+I(L3)], is
about 0.73.

The calculations in Fig. 1 assume an ionic state from a Fe2+ (3d6)
to a Fe6+ (3d2) configuration. The crystal field splitting was set to
10Dq = 1.2 eV and the Slater integrals were scaled down to 80%.
The width of the Gaussian function was 0.7 eV, whereas the width
of the Lorentzian function was 0.4 eV.

The comparison with the calculation indicates that the Fe ions
in Sr2FeMoO6 are in a Fe3+ (3d5) state. In particular, the calculated
Fe3+ spectrum reproduces the shoulder A, the main peak B, and the
Fig. 2. Experimental Fe-L2,3 X-ray absorption spectrum compared to the ionic Fe2+–
Fe6+ multiplet calculations. The calculated Fe3+ spectrum reproduces the energy
position and intensity of all the features in the experiment.
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tail C, as well as the double peak structure D and E. The branching
ratio in the spectrum is very sensitive to the coupling of the Fe 3d
electrons [27]. Thus, it can be also used to study the electronic
structure of the corresponding Fe ions. In this case, the calculated
branching ratio for Fe3+, about 0.74, is in agreement with the
experiment, around 0.73.

The shape of the multiplet in the other ionic state calculations
cannot explain the experimental spectrum. In particular, the Fe2+

state can be ruled out because the calculated L2 part does not
reproduced the doublet D and E. In addition, the calculated branch-
ing ratio for Fe2+, around 0.77, is in disagreement with the experi-
ment, about 0.73. On the other hand, the Fe4+–Fe6+ calculations
present discrepancies either in the L3 or in the L2 region of the
spectra. Finally, the calculated branching ratio for Fe4+, Fe5+ and
Fe6+, around 0.68, 0.60 and 0.58, also deviates from the observed
value, about 0.73.
4.2. Mo-L3 X-ray absorption

Fig. 3 compares the experimental Mo-L3 X-ray absorption spec-
trum with the ionic Mo6+–Mo2+ calculations. To the best of our
knowledge, there is not any previous report of the Mo-L3 edge in
Sr2FeMoO6. The spectrum is again split into the L3 (2p3/2) part
and L2 (2p1/2) region by spin–orbit interactions. The L3 part is
formed by a doublet with a peak A around 2525 eV and a peak B
about 2527 eV. The L2 region of the spectrum appears at much
higher energies, about 2635 eV, and will not be discussed here.
Fig. 3. Experimental Mo-L3 X-ray absorption spectrum compared to the ionic
Mo6+–Mo2+ multiplet calculations. The calculated Mo5+ spectrum reproduces the
energy position and intensity of all the features in the experiment, although the
calculated Mo6+ spectrum cannot be ruled out completely.
The atomic multiplet calculations assume an ionic state from a
Mo6+ (4d0) to a Mo2+ (4d4) configuration. Please note that the
ordering complements the sequence of the Fe calculations, ensur-
ing that the overall ionic charge of a Fe/Mo metal pair is 8+. The
crystal field parameter 10Dq was set at 3.3 eV and the Slater inte-
grals were normalized to 80%. The width of the Gaussian function
was 0.5 eV, whereas the width of the Lorentzian function was
1.7 eV.

At first sight, all the calculations reproduce the doublet struc-
ture with the A and B peaks. But a closer scrutiny evidences that
the Mo2+, Mo3+, and Mo4+ calculated spectra do not reproduce
the experiment. In particular, these calculations underestimate
the energy separation and the relative intensity of the first peak
A. The best agreement with the experimental data is obtained for
the calculated Mo5+ (4d1) spectrum. However, the calculation for
Mo6+ cannot be ruled out completely, because the intensity ratio
and the energy separation are similar. Therefore, this result alone
is not able to distinguish the valence state of the Mo ions in
Sr2FeMoO6.
4.3. O-K X-ray absorption

Fig. 4 compares the experimental O-K X-ray absorption spec-
trum with the ionic Fe2+–Mo6+ to Fe6+–Mo2+ unoccupied states.
First of all, we note that the experimental spectrum is in agreement
Fig. 4. Experimental O-K X-ray absorption spectrum compared to the ionic Fe2+–
Mo6+ to Fe6+–Mo2+ unoccupied states. The total calculated spectrum was obtained
as a linear combination of the individual Fe and Mo contributions, weighted by the
corresponding number of electron holes. The calculated Fe3+–Mo5+ spectrum
reproduces the energy position and relative intensities of all structures in the
experimental spectrum, with the exception of the intensity of the leading peak A.



Fig. 5. Experimental Fe-L2,3 X-ray absorption spectrum compared to the ionic and
covalent Fe3+ calculations. The inclusion of covalence does not affect much the
calculation, and the results indicate a fairly ionic Fe 3d–O 2p interaction. The lowest
panel presents the calculated X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) for
covalent Fe3+.
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with previous results [28]. In principle, the O-K spectrum would
correspond just to 1s ? 2p transitions; but through the O 2p–M
nd hybridization it reflects the unoccupied metal states [20]. The
structures from 530 to 535 eV maps the unoccupied Fe 3d and
Mo 4d states, whereas the unoccupied Sr 4d states appear at higher
energies, from 535 to 540 eV.

The main structures are the leading peak A, around 530.5 eV,
the shoulder B, about 531.5 eV, and the doublet C and D, at 533.5
and 534.5 eV, respectively. The Fe 3d and Mo 4d unoccupied elec-
tronic states are mixed throughout these structures. The structures
A and B are related to the Mo t2g states, whereas the structures C
and D correspond to the Mo eg bands, see below. On the other hand,
the minority Fe t2g states contribute to the leading peak A, whereas
the minority Fe eg weight appears at the shoulder B, see below.

The crystal field splitting 10Dq corresponds to the energy differ-
ence between the t2g and eg states. The effective value of 10Dq
obtained from the O-K spectrum is around 3.0 eV for Mo and about
1.0 eV for Fe. Please note here that these values are in line with
those used in the calculation of the Fe-L2,3 and Mo-L3 spectra.

The atomic multiplet calculations assume an ionic state from a
Fe2+–Mo6+ to a Fe6+–Mo2+ combination. These combinations were
chosen so as to ensure that the overall valence state of the Fe/Mo
metal pair is 8+. The crystal field parameters and Slater integrals
were set to the same values used in the Fe L2,3 and Mo L3 calcula-
tions. The total spectrum was obtained as a linear combination of
the individual Fe and Mo contributions, weighted by the corre-
sponding number of electron holes in each case. The width of the
Gaussian function was 0.5 eV, whereas the width of the
Lorentzian function was 0.2 eV. The calculated energy transitions
were aligned to the position of the leading peak in the experiment.

The comparison with the calculations confirms that the Fe/Mo
ions in Sr2FeMoO6 are in a Fe3+–Mo5+ state. In particular, the calcu-
lated Fe3+–Mo5+ spectrum reproduces the leading peak A, the
shoulder B, and the doublet C and D. Please note here, that the
assignments of the features in the O-K spectrum were already
given above. The calculation explains the energy position of the
different structures in the spectrum, although it overestimates
the relative intensity of the leading peak. The discrepancy is a con-
sequence of the ionic character of this calculation; the calculation
including covalence effects below presents a better agreement in
the relative intensity.

The other ionic calculations fail to explain the distribution of
spectral weight in the experimental spectrum. In particular, the
Fe2+–Mo6+ calculation do not reproduce the shoulder B and the
doublet structure C and D. On the other hand, the Fe4+–Mo4+ to
Fe6+–Mo2+ calculations cannot explain the C and D features.
Interestingly enough, the O-K X-ray absorption spectrum is very
sensitive to the unoccupied Fe 3d and Mo 4d states, and provides
a more detailed information on the valence state of the Mo ion
than the Mo-L3 spectrum.

4.4. Covalence effects

The ionic calculations above show that the metal ions in the
Sr2FeMoO6 compound are in a Fe3+–Mo5+ state. However, it is
expected that covalence effects should play an important role in
this kind of materials. This is particularly true in the case of the
O-K X-ray absorption spectrum, where the unoccupied metal states
are reflected due to the O 2p–M nd hybridization. For this reason,
we present below the corresponding calculations including these
covalence effects.

Fig. 5 compares the experimental Fe-L2,3 X-ray absorption spec-
trum to the ionic and covalent Fe3+ calculations. The crystal field
parameter 10Dq was set to 1.2 eV in both the ionic and covalent
calculations. The model parameters of the covalent calculation
for Fe3+ were: D � 3.0 eV, U � 7.0 eV, and Tr � 2.3 eV. The covalent
calculation is similar to the ionic result and preserves the agree-
ment with the experimental spectrum. Furthermore, the branching
ratio of the covalent calculation, around 0.74, continues to agree
with the experimental value. The calculated occupation of the Fe
3d levels, about 5.2, suggests a fairly ionic character. The lowest
panel shows the calculated X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism
(XMCD) for covalent Fe3+. The calculated magnetic moment is
about 3.4 lB per Fe ion, where the orbital contribution is negligible.
This result is in good agreement with previous XMCD experiments
[12] and band structure calculations [1].

Fig. 6 compares the experimental Mo-L3 X-ray absorption spec-
trum to the ionic and covalent Mo5+ calculations. The crystal field
parameter 10Dq was set to 3.3 eV in both the ionic and covalent
calculations. The model parameters of the covalent calculation
for Mo5+ were: D � 4.0 eV, U � 4.0 eV, and Tr � 3.5 eV. There are
not significant differences with the ionic calculation, and the
experimental features A and B are still well reproduced. The calcu-
lated occupation of the Mo 4d levels, around 1.9, indicates a strong
covalence. The last panel presents the calculated XMCD spectrum
for covalent Mo5+. The calculated magnetic moment is around
0.8 lB, where the orbital contribution decreases the total moment.
This result deviates from previous XMCD results [12] and band
structure calculations [1]. This discrepancy is attributed to solid
state effects beyond the present isolated ion calculation.

Fig. 7 compares the experimental O-K X-ray absorption
spectrum to the ionic and covalent calculations. The covalent



Fig. 7. Experimental O-K X-ray absorption spectrum compared to the ionic and
covalent Fe3+–Mo5+ calculation. The covalent calculation takes into account the
amount of O 2p character in unoccupied states. The calculated spectrum is similar
to the ionic result, but the relative intensity of the features becomes closer to the
experiment. The lowest panel presents the calculated conduction band of this
compound. The metal bands correspond to the ionic approximation, whereas the
oxygen band provides directly the covalent calculation.

Fig. 6. Experimental Mo-L3 X-ray absorption spectrum compared to the ionic and
covalent Mo5+ calculations. Again, the inclusion of covalence does not affect much
the calculation, even though the results indicate a strong covalent Mo 4d–O 2p
interaction. The lowest panel presents the calculated X-ray magnetic circular
dichroism (XMCD) for covalent Mo5+.
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calculation is given by the amount of O 2p character in the unoccu-
pied Fe and Mo states. The crystal field splitting (10Dq) and the
model parameters (D, U, and Tr) were the same used in the metal
spectra. The covalent calculation is similar to the ionic result and
agrees with the experimental spectrum. In fact, the relative inten-
sity of the features in the covalent calculation becomes closer to
the experiment. The last panel shows the calculated conduction
band of this compound. The ionic approximation of the spectrum
is related the Fe 3d and Mo 4d bands. Meanwhile, the O 2p
unoccupied band provides directly the covalent calculation of the
spectrum.

Olalde-Velasco et al. studied transition metal fluorides with a
single metal ion using X-ray absorption [25]. They could explain
the main features in the spectra using a pure ionic approximation.
Here, we show that it is possible to study a more covalent material
with two transition metal ions. To this end, it is necessary to
extend the atomic multiplet calculation to include covalence
effects. A similar approach was used to explain the X-ray
absorption of the mixed SrFe1�xCoxO3 compound [20].

4.5. Valence states

The analysis of the above results allows us to answer the ques-
tions raised in the Introduction section. Namely, the Fe ion is in a
fairly ionic Fe3+ valence state, whereas the Mo ion presents a
strongly covalent Mo5+ character. This means that roughly one
electron is transferred from the Mo to the Fe ion, and that cova-
lence effects influence more the Mo ion than the Fe ion. The charge
transfer can be understood because the Fe 3d levels have a lower
energy than the Mo 4d states. Please note here that the high-spin
Fe3+ (3d5) ion is strongly stabilized by intra-atomic exchange inter-
actions. The larger covalence of the Mo ion can be explained by the
relatively stronger Mo 4d–O 2p hybridization.
5. Summary and conclusions

In summary, we studied the electronic structure of Sr2FeMoO6

using X-ray absorption spectroscopy. The experimental results
were analyzed using atomic multiplet plus crystal field calcula-
tions. The main purpose of the work was to determine the valance
states of the Fe and Mo ions in this material. The sample was
checked to discard disorder and secondary phases, and it was
stored carefully and measured promptly to avoid aging effects.

To conclude, the Fe ions present a fairly ionic Fe3+ (3d5) valence,
whereas the Mo ions are in a strongly covalent Mo5+ (4d1) state.
The Fe-L2,3 X-ray absorption spectrum allows us to exclude the
presence of Fe ions in a 2+ state. These results can be understood
taking into account the relative energy of the d-levels, the relative
strength of the M d–O p mixing, and the exchange stabilization of
the Fe3+ ion.
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Finally, X-ray absorption spectroscopy is a powerful tool to
study the valence state of transition metal ions. In particular, the
O-K spectrum is very sensitive to the unoccupied electronic struc-
ture of the metal ions.
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